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*Biloxi Lighthouse by Salome McCaffrey

Meet Salome...
Salome Alexandria McCaffrey
Born 12-25-1983 Early Christmas morning.
At 6 months she was ahead of all the other
children her age. At 9 months she was back to
a newborn stage. Doctors said she wouldnt
make it a year. At 1 year old she received
plasmafloresis. At 18 months she was taped
to be on the Jerry Lewis MDA television
marathon, although she never got to see it.
Hurricane Elena came through town and took
hers lungs with it. She was ventalated and
trached. Shes 20 and still going strong.
Thank God.
In the fall of 2001 The Make a Wish Foundation
arranged for Salome to have her wish which
was to meet Rucker Ashmore, Lisa Rotelli,
and the company that helped Salome to be
independent & free. She thought he ought
to know how important their work was for
her and others like her.
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THE POWER TO EFFECTIVELY

COMMUNICATE....

has given Bobby the ability to control a few things in his life. Bobby has been able
to let us know when he is getting sick rather than having to wait for his symptoms
to become visually apparent to us. He has also enjoyed taking control of the television and stereo not to mention playing with a remote control car and dog.

The Rolltalk Mini
The all encompassing software allows the client to move fluently through all layers of
access. This system allows a client to completely and seamlessly maneuver through
all activities such as writing and printing a document from a communication page, sending and receiving text messages and taking a picture or video and adding text from your
communication pages. With a endless amount of IR memory, this system can have any
amount of preset or direct selected TV channels, stereos and DVDs while still having
communication on the same page. The possibilities are endless. Through the Rolltalk
you can truly be independent in your environment, no more multiple layers and changing
screens or formats to print, call, and communicate.
Rolltalk is an exceptional combination of hardware
Part#
and software that is a totally integrated system.
- Mira Shah MSCCC-SLP Pediatrics Speech Pathologist in Portland, OR

Rolltalk Mini

$8,500.00

The Rolltalk Lite
This system has the power of a mini and a nice compact size. The Rolltalk Lites size
makes it very transportable and the screen clarity is unmatched. It has unlimited IR
functions, cell phone sms, and communication with the power of Rolltalk software.

Part# Rolltalk Lite

$6200.00

The Rolltalk Micro
This is an amazing hand held device with quite a voice. It is an augmentative
communication device that allows you to communicate, and have unlimited environmental
control. It comes with the amazing RollTalk software so creating custom pages is a
breeze. It can be accessed through switch scanning or touch screen.

Part#

Rolltalk Micro $4000.00

The RollTalk Software PC Version
The all encompassing software allows a client to move fluently through all layers
of access. With the Rolltalk software you can build custom pages for communication and multiple layers all on one screen. It has the power of the Rolltalk
workshop without IR capabilities.

Part# Rolltalk PC Software

$2,500.00
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Maxi
The Maxi
Rolltalk Drive Module
The Maxi Rolltalk combines the Rolltalk drive module with the Rolltalk Maxi tablet
PC and the Rolltalk Workshop software. This system allows you to drive a power
wheelchair, access all seating functions, communicate, access a cell phone, sms
text message, take photos, take videos, control your TV, Stereo, DVD, and access
all other functions of the Rolltalk software through scanning and a single switch.
W ith the addition of any head mouse, you can control the functions of the maxi
Rolltalk with head movement and a single switch.
W ith the addition of an eye gaze system such as Quick Glance 3 from Eye Tech or
Erica from Eye Response you can control the functions of the Maxi Rolltalk through
eye movement; with or without a switch.
(patent pending)

Rolltalk Drive Module
Part#

Rolltalk Drive Module $8,000.00

Rolltalk Tablet PC & Software
Part#

Rolltalk Mini-DM $8,500.00

Driving With Eye Gaze
Driving with eye gaze is an incredible new
technology developed by Rolltalk.
This new technology will enhance the lives of many people. However, it is not as simple as portrayed on television. Eye gaze is best used indoors due to changing
lighting factors. It is also best used with someone with
very little head movement and it is highly recommended
that you use a switch with the eye gaze for safety.
Rolltalk is so functional that you can set the screen to
work with eye gaze inside and scanning while
outside or in bright light. The scanner
requires a switch to be activated. You
must specify wheelchair brand and
type of electronics when ordering
because not all wheelchairs are compatible. This new technology is a
major advancement for independence
especially for clients with ALS.
Thanks to Rolltalk it is here!!
(available only through Com’ation.)
(patent pending)
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Access Options
An eye gaze system such as Quick Glance 3 from Eye Tech can
be used in conjunction with a Rolltalk maxi. You can access all
functions of the Rolltalk software including driving a power
wheelchair and all of the seat functions of that chair.

Part# Quick Glance 3

$6,980.00

An eye gaze system such as Erica Eye Response can be used
in conjunction with a Rolltalk maxi. You can access all functions
of the Rolltalk software including driving a power wheelchair and
all of the seat functions of that chair.

Part# Erica Eye Response

$7,900.00

Touch Screen
This comes standard on all Rolltalk devices from the Micro
to the Maxi.

Head Mouse
Any head mouse like this one available from Comation,
will plug directly into any of the four Rolltalk USB ports.

Part#

Head Mouse $1,190.00

ME500
The mouse emulator is a great way to access a Rolltalk.
The ME500 can be set up as a three or five switch mouse.
This version of the mouse emulator must be directly connected to the Rolltalk through the USB port and requires no
software.

Part# ME500

$365.00

Other Methods Of Access
Single switch scanning, dual switch scanning, Morse Code are
just some of the other access methods that are built in.

-----.-..... MORSE
-.-.----... CODE
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Accessories
Web Cam
This web cam is a exciting accessory to Rolltalk. It allows the client to take photos and
video and have a live video window on their screen. It is a great way to promote communication
and explain activities or use for a wheelchair backup camera.
(Available through Comation)

Part#

Rolltalk Web Cam

$150.00

Blue Tooth USB Adaptor
Blue Tooth cell phones like this one, come ready and enabled to send and receive text messages
and cell phone calls directly through Rolltalk seamlessly.
(Blue Tooth USB adapter is available through Comation )

Part#

Rolltalk USB-BT

$100.00

Blue Tooth Printer
This example of a commercially available Blue Tooth printer would allow the client with their
Rolltalk to print remotely from anywhere within 50 feet of the printer.
(Not available through Com’ation)

Robo-Sapien
Any infrared toy or game like Robo-Sapien can be easily programmed to function through
Rolltalks trainable infrared system.
(Not available through Com’ation)

Tash IR Telephone
* Meeting all your communication needs with our advanced LCD, infrared telephone
* Direct dial any number
* Store 60 names and numbers in directory
* Head set compatible
(Available through Com’ation)

Part#
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Tash IR-Phone $850.00

THE POWER of COMPUTER

ACCESS....

I like the mouse emulator because it lets me do my school work on my computer
by myself
- Caitlyn
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NEW!
Talkabout is a new language programmed designed to keep the conversation going.
W ith six locations, a variety of core words come to the user so that she or he may
construct phrases and sentences in an errorfree manner. Choose one word and the
locations change to predict six new logical word choices. Color-coded word categories
make it easy to teach language while the user actively participates with generative and
novel word combinations.

Coming soon generative language software built specifically with the Rolltalk
workshop.

THE TRAIN CONDUCTORS...
Stormy and Ashley
Train conductors, Stormy and Ashley, are gearing up to
catch the train as it comes around the track; timing is
everything! Anticipating their photo, Stormy and Ashley
wait and take the picture before the train gets away.
All aboard...Whistles...Bells...Forward...Reverse... The
train reacts to both conductors, Ashley and Stormy, as they
activate various commands. The Rolltalk screen can be
customized for multiple needs, direct selection or switch
input!
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Mounting Systems
Gatlin Flip Up Wheelchair Mount
This flip up mount is an alternative to a conventional communication mount. It mounts to
the arm rest and pulls up and flips away to allow for transfers. If you add the tube clamp
mount with a quick pull pin for quick release any device is tranportable.

Part#

Gatlin Flip Up $430.00

Mini Rolltalk Sleeve
Mini Rolltalk sleeve with heavy duty table mount easily transfers from wheelchair
to the heavy duty table mount with the pull of a pin. The sleeve helps protect the
Rolltalk from impact.

Part#

Rolltalk Sleeve $200.00

Tube Clamp Mount
In conjunction with the Rolltalk sleeve the tube clamp mount will allow a quick
release to take the device from the chair to a table mount or over bed mount with
the pull of a pin. If you add the turn handle you can easily adjust the angle of your
device without tools.

$135.00
Part# RTC-H $155.00
Part#

Part#

RTC

Part#

RTC-H

RTC

Mini Rolltalk Wire Stand
This portable, lightweight table mount is great for on the go. You can fold it up for
transport and place it on any flat surface to use your Rolltalk.

Part#

Rolltalk Wire Stand

$85.00

Rolling BedSide Table Mount
This rolling height adjustable table is a perfect mount for a client to use their Rolltalk in bed. It is
durably clamped on to the table so it is stable and will easily quick release to be transferred back
to the powerchair.

Part#

Rolltalk Bedside Mount $450.00

W ith Tube Clamp Mount $585.00
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Proximity Sensors - PRX
NO TOUCH NO PRESSURE *One Power Option Required
* ALL ELECTRONIC SWITCHES REQUIRE A POWER OPTION FROM Pg. 10 OR 11 TO FUNCTION.

Small Silver Round Proximity Sensor*
2” in Diameter x 3/8 Tall
This single function switch requires no touch or pressure. This proximity switch can detect something
that has an electronic capacitance, such as a hand or finger, up to 1/4” away.
It requires a power source from the power pages 10 or 11.

Part# PRX-101

$165.00

*** MOISTURE WITHIN THE ACTIVATION RANGE WILL CAUSE SWITCH

ACTIVATION. DO NOT COVER THIS SENSOR WITH A N Y M ATERIAL.

Small Silver Round Proximity Sensor*
1 3/16” in Diameter x 1/8 Tall
This sensor is like the PRX-101 but is smaller in diameter and thinner. This single function switch
requires no touch or pressure. This proximity switch can detect something that has an electronic
capacitance, such as a hand or finger, up to 1/4” away.
It requires a power source from the power pages 10 or 11.

Part# PRX-102

$165.00

*** MOISTURE WITHIN THE ACTIVATION RANGE WILL CAUSE SWITCH ACTIVATION. DO NOT COVER THIS SENSOR

WITH A N Y M ATERIAL.

Non-Adjustable Proximity Sensor*
2” long- 3/8” thick- 3/4” wide
This single function switch requires no touch or pressure. This proximity switch can detect
something that has an electronic capacitance, such as a hand or finger, up to 1/4” away
This sensor ignores non-capacitive materials and is ideal to mount in a headrest or tray.
It requires a power source from the power pages 10 or 11.

Part# PRX-103

$165.00

*** MOISTURE WITHIN THE ACTIVATION RANGE WILL CAUSE SWITCH ACTIVATION.

Adjustable Proximity Sensor*
1 3/8 wide 2 3/8 long 9/16 T
all
This single function switch requires no touch or pressure. This proximity switch can
detect something that has an electronic capacitance, such as a hand or finger, up to 1/4”
away. This sensor ignores non-capacitive materials and is ideal to mount in a headrest
or tray. It requires a power source from the power pages 10 or 11.

Part# PRX-104

$165.00

*** MOISTURE WITHIN THE ACTIVATION RANGE WILL CAUSE SWITCH ACTIVATION.

Large Fiber Optic Switch*
1/4- Diameter x 5/8- long
This fiber optic switch, with a round target area the size of a pencil, has an adjustment range of
touch to 5 inches. This switch can be used in either the N.O. or N.C. mode. In the N.O. mode
switch activation occurs when you interrupt or come into the beam of light. In the N.C. mode switch
activation occurs when you come out of the beam of light. (NO-Normally Open / NC- Normally
Closed)

Part# FOS-301 small fiber optic cable
Part# FOS-302 large fiber optic cable

$255.00
$255.00

*** DIRECT SUN LIGHT OR HIGH INTENSITY DIRECT LIGHTING MAY BLIND THIS SENSOR. BLINDING WILL NOT CAUSE FALSE ACTIVATION OF
THE SWITCH; RATHER THE SWITCH WILL FAIL TO OPERATE UNTIL THE DIRECT LIGHTING IS REMOVED.
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Power Options for Single Switch Sensors
*Electronic Switches Require Power from this Page

)+ (

(
Power 100

)
SWITCHES NOT INCLUDED / MUST PICK ONE FROM Pg. 9

This portable power pack is a all in one box. It is rechargeable and has an option for a auditory cue that sounds whenever the
switch is activated. It will last up to 72 hours of constant switch use and comes with a charger.

Part# PO-100

$235.00

(
Power 110+S

)+(

)
SWITCHES NOT INCLUDED / MUST PICK ONE FROM Pg. 9

This portable power pack is ideal for long term sensor use. This battery will last up to 120 hours on single switch use before having
to be charged. It comes with a wall transformer for recharging.

Part# PO-110+S

$200.00

)+(

(

)
SWITCHES NOT INCLUDED / MUST PICK ONE FROM Pg. 9

Power 112+S Wall Plug
This wall plug is ideal for a stationary setting and will allow you to simply plug one of the electronic sensor outputs, (shown above)
into the wall.

Part# PO-112+S

$75.00

)+(

(

)
SWITCHES NOT INCLUDED / MUST PICK ONE FROM Pg. 9

Power 130+S Powerchair Adapter
This is a portable system that will allow you to run a sensor from a power wheelchair.

Part# PO-130+S
Chair Specific
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$165.00

Power Options For Multiple Switch Sensors
*Electronic Switches Require Power from this Page

)+(

(

)
SWITCHES NOT INCLUDED / MUST PICK ONE FROM Pg. 9

5 - Sensor Output/ Power 110
The five switch adapter will allow you to connect up to five sensors through one hub. This is a portable package and will allow you to
go anywhere.

Part# SO-5PR+110

$350.00

)+(

(

)
SWITCHES NOT INCLUDED / MUST PICK ONE FROM Pg. 9

5 - Sensor Output/ Power 112
This five switch adapter package is a perfect option for a stationary setting. The wall plug allows you to plug directly into power.

Part# SO-5PR+112

$225.00

) +(

(

)
SWITCHES NOT INCLUDED / MUST PICK ONE FROM Pg. 9

5-Sensor Output/ Power 130
This is a portable system which will allow you to run the five switch adapter from a power wheelchair.

Part# SO-5PR+130

$315.00

Chair Specific
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1,2 & 3

Package Options

These Packages Are Ready To Go!

(

PRX102 Sensor

Power 100

)+(

Package Option

)=

1 - For Single Switch Scanners

Includes: Power 100, PRX103 proximity sensor used for single switch scanning option and Cable 1.

Part# PKG-01

$400.00

)+(

(

(ACC device not included)

)+(

5 Sensor Output

2 P RX103 Sensors

Package Option

Power 110

)=

2 - For Dual Switch Step Scanning

Includes: Power 110, two PRX103, Cable 4 with 5 sensor output. This is a great choice for dual switch scanning.

Part# PKG-02

(
(

$680.00

)+( ) +
)=
)+(

3 P RX103 Sensors

Option

(ACC device not included)

Power 110

5 Sensor Output

Mouse Emulator

3 - For Mouse Emulating

Includes: Power 110, three PRX103 proximity sensors, mouse emulator ME500 and Cable 4 with 5 sensor output. This is great
access for Rolltalk and computer users.

Part# PKG-03
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$1,210.00

(ACC device not included)

Mechanical Switches
Wobble Switch
W obble switches are activated by moving the rod in any direction. You can push it gently or
whack it, the double spring helps to prevent damage to the switch. Select between a medium
or light duty spring, which can be easily mounted for various positioning options.
(light duty)

MS-WL411

$65.00
MS-WM412 $65.00

Part# MS-WL411
MS-WM412

Part#

(medium duty)

Micro Lite Switch
This light touch switch requires very minimal pressure and movement for activation. It can be
easily mounted with velcro or permanently with a screw.

Part# MS-ML410

$55.00

MS-ML410

Egg Switch
The egg switches unique shape allows these switches to be mounted in close proximity to
each other.The egg switch will activate with pressure on any part of the surface or on the
edges. The cable comes out of the bottom and is routed through a trough so it is flush with
the surface. There are threaded holes for screws to allow mounting or a ring option so the
client can have the switch in their hand at all times. The egg switch comes in 5 primary colors.

Part# MS-400, MS-401, MS-402, MS-403, MS-404
(Black)
(Red) (Yellow) (Blue) (Green)

$37.00

Ring Mount
The ring mount option for the egg switch is a great mount for someone that needs
to keep their switch with them. It attaches to the bottom of the egg and has a ring that slides
on your finger. It comes in one adjustable fits all size to fit anyone.

$17.00

Part# MS-RM405
(Egg switch not included )

Headrest Swing Away Bracket
The swing away arm attaches to any Stealth or Otto Bock style headrest. It is made ready
to mount an egg switch or a sensor in a spot pad. Once you adjust it in place you can swing
it away when you don’t need it and just push it back into the exact same spot when you are
ready.

Part# SM-HRSA

$240.00

(Headrest and egg switch not included )

The Button Switch
This amazing little switch is light pressure so it does not require much force to activate.
It is shown here with three different mounting options, on a straw for use as a lip switch,
on a T-handle and on a straight handle. It can be used as a reset option or mouse click
with any 1/8 mono port.

Part# MS-BSS420 Straw Mount
Part# MS-BST422 T-Handle
Part# MS-BSI425 Straight Handle

$42.00 (Switch included)
$42.00 (Switch included)
$42.00 (Switch included)
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Sip n Puff Switches
4 Function Sip “N” Puff Switch
Finally, a four-function switch in one. This revolutionary sip and puff switch and is
great for use while in bed or while at a computer. In conjunction with a mouse
emulator any hard puff would move the mouse up, soft puff right, hard sip down, soft
sip left and with dwell or another switch site for click you are good to go.
(Requires power from power options page)

Part# MS-4FS454

$360.00 *Requires breath tube Kit see below.

2 Function Sip “N” Puff Switch
This switch allows the user to have 2 switch activations by using sipping and puffing
in a breath tube. These 2 switch activations are a great way for a client to left click and
right click a mouse. There are 2 mono jack plugs so you can virtually plug it in to any
device.

Part# MS-2FS450

$180.00 *Requires breath tube Kit see below.

Breath Tube Kits

(All Breath Tube Kits come with a filter, oxygen tubing, and a straw.)

Back Cane Mount Breath Tube Kit
Headrest Mount Breath Tube Kit
Both kits use flexible snaplock tubing which allows the breath tube to be positioned as necessary.
(back cane mount shown)

Part# SP-BCM451
Part# SP-HRM452

$237.00 (back cane mount)
$237.00 (headrest mount)

Ear Mount Breath Tube Kit
This headset is a perfect system for a client that needs to have the breath tube with them
wherever they move. The headset mounts around the ears and the back of your head.
Therefore, wherever you move your head the breath tube will be with you.

Part# SP-EM453

$237.00

Bed Mount Breath Tube Kit
This flexible breath tube kit is designed for use while a person is in bed. Clamps to a bedside
table or hospital bed rail.

Part# SP-BM455
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$237.00

Mounting Hardware
Stealth Ultra
This headrest is the perfect combination of positioning and switch mounting. The sub occipital component will help a client to find midline. The two lateral swing away components are ideal for sensor
mounting and you can also add a sensor in the backpad. It is a perfect match with the ME500 or
ME503/5.

Part# SM-SU200

$760.00

Stealth Elite
The elite is simple, beautiful and is great for someone that does not need a midline cue. The two lateral
swing away components are perfect for switch mounting and if you add a sensor in the backpad it is
a perfect match with the ME500 or ME503/5 for computer access.

Part# SM-SE200

$590.00

Back Pack Mounting Bag
This bag will neatly hold all your electronics and all of the cables.

Part# SM-BG250

$250.00

Table Clamp
This versatile mount clamps directly to a table or a desk edge. It has three joints so you can adjust it
almost anywhere. This platform attachment allows you to attach any sensor with a power option to it.

Part# SM-TC220

$155.00

Sensor Spot Pad Mounts
Spot pads are a great place to mount the PRX103. Embedded in this pad there are no sharp edges
and the sensor range is still touch to 1/4 inch above the pad surface. They are easily mounted with
velcro or by threaded holes on the back. (without sensors)

Part# SM-SP

$69.00 / Part#

SM-MP

$69.00 / Part#

SM-LP

$69.00

Swing Away Mount
The swing away mount attaches directly to a wheelchair armrest. With the pull of a lever the arm
swings away to remove when not in use. The sensor and pad must be ordered separately.

Part# SM-SAM230

$162.00

Headrest Swing Away Bracket
The swing away arm attaches to any Stealth or Otto Bock style headrest. It is made ready to mount an
egg switch or a sensor in a spot pad. Once you adjust it in place you can swing it away when you don’t
need it and just push it back into the exact same spot when you are ready.

Part# SM-HRSA240

$240.00 (Headrest not included)
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Cable Connections CC,
Computer Access & Mouse Emulators
Cable 2

Part# CC-602

$65.00

This cable is a perfect match with a two switch
scanning system. One end will have a D9 plug
that can plug into the Power 5 or a power wheelchairs auxiliary output module. There are two
mono jack plugs on the other end that will plug
directly into the device. It is required that we
know which device that you are plugging into
because not all devices require the same input.

Cable 3

Part# CC-603

Cable 4

Part# CC-604

$65.00

This cable gives you the most flexibility of all. One
end has a D9 connector and there are four mono jack
plugs on the other. It works great with joystick mouse
emulation. In conjunction with a power wheelchairs
auxiliary control module or a 5 sensor output you can
hook up almost anything.

$65.00

Paring this cable with a three switch mouse emulator
is a perfect combination. One end is a D9 connector
and there are three mono jack plugs on the on the
other end. It is required that we know which device
that you are plugging into because not all devices require the same input.

Cable 4

Part# CC-DX604

$65.00

This cable will work with any Dynavox 3100 series
devices. A standard cable will not function with the
Dynavox 3100. If you want to use the driver control
system as an access method, this cable is the one
you need. The DX cable will always have a blue band
so you can recognize it is for the Dynavox.

Lap Top Power Converter
This is a wonderful addition to a power wheelchair.A client will be able to use their laptop
whenever they need it. No more dead battery. Simply plug the power converter into the
power wheelchair and the computers cigarette adapter into the converter and the computer
will stay charged all day.The converter does not drain power chair batteries so you just
charge the chair in your normal routine.

Part# CA-809

$525.00

*Requires wheelchair power source, Power 130. Specify wheelchair type. Specify computer amperage.

500 Series- 3 Or 5 Switch Mouse Emulator
The mouse emulator is a great way to access a computer. The ME500 can be set up as a
three or five switch mouse. This version of the mouse emulator must be directly connected
to the computer through the USB port and into the switch interface through a cable. This will
enable the user to use three or five switches as a mouse on the computer.The three switch
setting will toggle directionally. One switch will toggle up and down, the second switch will
toggle left and right, the third switch will be click, double click, and drag. In the five switch
version each switch is directional. One switch is up the second switch is down, the third is
right, the fourth is left and the fifth will be click, double click, and drag. All of the mouse functions you need in one little box.

Part# ME-500

$365.00

3 Switch Wireless Mouse Emulator
The MEIR 550 three switch wireless mouse emulator. One switch will toggle the mouse up and down the second will toggle the
mouse right and left, the third switch will be click, double click, and drag. The receiver attaches through a USB port the computer can
still have a standard mouse attached. The transmitter attaches to the auxillary port of the power wheelchair. This wireless feature will
enable the client to drive right up to the computer and start using it.

Part# ME-IR503

$840.00

Switch Wireless Mouse Emulator
This five switch version is perfect for someone who uses a joystick to access
their power chair or a external joystick attached to the computer. The receiver attaches
through a USB port. The transmitter attaches to the auxillary port of the power wheelchair.
The client will have to have a dedicated switch for mouse click. The wireless feature on this
mouse emulator will give the client the freedom to drive right up to the computer and have
immediate access, without cables or wires! No more waiting to be plugged in.

Part# ME-IR505
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$840.00

On the

cover
Salome drew this picture of “The Biloxi Lighthouse”. It
took her about three months to complete. Her mother stated,
“We had to fold the paper into one inch squares. She never saw the
finished product until she was completely through”. Salome got the
idea for her drawing from a postcard Mama found at a drug store.
We think she did a great job don’t you?

Fun N Games
Play Pak

Play Station 2

Now you can operate Sony s Playstation 2 with your drive control system from
your power chair via the ECU unit on the chair. There are up to 12 mono ports
that are available to control all the playing functions of the Playstation joystick
on the interface. An added bonus is that the modified joystick functions can still
be used if assistance is needed. Mechanical switches can be plugged into the
interface as well. ECU unit and CC604 cable not included.

Part# FG-PSM700 $150.00

Remote Control Toy
W ith this modification you can operate a remote control toy through
your drive control system on your power chair An ECU module or
an auxillary output module is required. You will need to send the toy
in to be modified.
Not all toys can be modified, contact Comation first.

Part# FG-RFM710 $150.00

WHEN DINOBOT ATTACKS
Mitchell and Devon
Thanks to the Rolltalk, Mitchell and Devon get to
experience turn-taking and the thrill of cooperative play!
What better way to learn switch access then to
play with "off the shelf" infrared toys like their
peers. Mitchell and Devon definitely agree!!
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P.O. Box 255 125 Spur 191 Suite D

Spicewood, Texas 78669

phone: 1(830)798.1914 fax: 1(830)693.6021 e-mail:comationinc@yahoo.com
COMA TION was founded to provide access products for expanding an
individuals capabilities. Our product line reflects a growing number of
components which will enhance interfacing computer, communication,
mobility, and environmental technologies. Our focus is directed to SPECIFIC
individual needs... not creating a standard method of access. Our
knowledgeable and friendly customer service staff can discuss options of
opportunity with you.

' FALL 2006

